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Abstract To optimize a system, the two main points to

consider are a precise system definition (boundary between

the system and the environment) and a precise choice of

criteria to fulfill. Various energy, environmental and eco-

nomical goals imply various criteria to minimize energy

consumption, rejected nonrecoverable heat or entropy

production as well as a maximization of the useful effect

(even the efficiency). We propose a generalized criterion

that takes into account the main four objectives of an

energy system. Weighting factors are allocated to the dif-

ferent objectives. To illustrate this point, we consider a

Carnot engine in contact with two infinite heat reservoirs

(thermostats). The heat transfer model considered uses

linear transfer law (constant heat transfer conductance).

Thermal losses are considered at various scales. The con-

verter entropy production is supposed to be independent of

its hot and cold temperatures that are the two optimization

variables. Numerical optimization is performed with vari-

ous weighting factor distributions. Limit cases are recov-

ered and correspond to optimization results existing in the

literature (mainly one-criterion optimizations). However,

we distinguish clearly three fundamental assemblies that

could be optimized: the converter in contact with the

source and sink, the system composed of converter, source

and sink and the same system placed in the environment.

Keywords Multiobjective optimization � Energy system �
Environment � Entropy analysis

List of symbols
_Q Heat flow rate (W)

_S Entropy rate (W/K)

_W Mechanical power (W)

K Heat transfer conductance (W/K)

T Temperature (K)

q Dimensionless heat flow rate

s Dimensionless entropy rate

w Dimensionless mechanical power

k Dimensionless heat transfer conductance

t Dimensionless temperature

g First law efficiency

OF Objective function

a Mechanical power weighting factor

b Heat expense weighting factor

c Heat rejection weighting factor

d Entropy creation weighting factor

Subscripts

H, h High value (hot side)

L, l Low value (cold side)

C Converter alone

i Converter with its thermal contacts

S System

S0 System in the environment

l Loss

T Total

0 Environment

Superscripts

* Optimum value
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Introduction

Many criteria exist for optimizing a given energy system.

Figure 1 shows the principal ones, under the form of a

triangular scheme. The three basic criteria are energy

consumption (EC), rejected heat R (or heat pollution P) and

more frequently the energy useful effect (UE). Classically,

equilibrium thermodynamics considers the first law effi-

ciency gI. More recently, the minimum of entropy pro-

duction was considered.

The first types of optimization performed in the past

considered the maximization of the first law efficiency

according to the Carnot equilibrium thermodynamics for

the appraisal of an energy system. During the second part

of the last century, maximization of the mechanical power

of engines was considered. This appraisal was initiated by

Chambadal [1–3] and Novikov [4] and renewed by Curzon

and Alhborn [5]. These papers mark the beginning of the

finite time thermodynamics, FTT. Today, the simultaneous

consideration of energy, environment and economy con-

cern implies a multicriterion analysis. Multicriterion opti-

mization of thermal systems design considering

simultaneously energy, economy and environment as

objectives is developed [6]. These studies are developed for

engines and plants, as well as for refrigeration systems [7]

and for combined cooling, heating and power systems [8],

even more at a national level [9]. New heuristic optimi-

zation methods (evolutionary algorithms) are also applied,

for example to heat pump [10] or solar heat engine [11].

These algorithms appear strongly connected to the second

law. A criterion combining the minimization of the entropy

production and the maximization of the mechanical power

output is proposed by Angulo-Brown [12] and completed

by Yan [13]. It is valuable for the global system. The uti-

lization of this kind of criteria is a means to obtain a

compromise between power, cost and pollution objectives.

In this paper, a new mixed objective is proposed, taking

account of four aspects, which are power, cost, heat

rejection and entropy production.

A compromise between all of the criteria is difficult to

consider. For example, the multiobjective Pareto approach

can be used and defines an area of optimal trade-offs

among all the objectives [6]. The four aspects considered in

this paper are related through weighting factors. The

compromise between each objective is therefore flexible.

The weighting factor variation permits the observation of

physically acceptable areas.

Modeling of Novikov–Curzon–Ahlborn

thermomechanical engine

The model proposed here is an extended one (Fig. 2a) of

the thermomechanical engine proposed initially by

Novikov–Curzon–Ahlborn. This extended model takes

Fig. 1 The triangle of optimization criteria

(a)

 (b)

Fig. 2 a Scheme and b entropy diagram of a Novikov–Curzon–

Ahlborn converter with infinite source and sink
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the converter internal irreversibilities and various ther-

mal losses into account. The steady state hypothesis is

used.

The cycled fluid is in contact with two infinite thermal

capacities, the hot source temperature THS and the cold sink

temperature TLS. The corresponding cycle is represented in

Fig. 2b. We see on this (T, S) diagram that exchangers of

heat occur at constant temperatures, as it is the rule for a

Carnot cycle. The cycled fluid is at TH at the hot side and at

TL at the cold side.

Consequently, the converter alone is subject to an

entering heat flow rate _QHC, an outgoing heat flow rate _QLC

and an outgoing mechanical power _W . If the system con-

sidered here integrates not only the converter, but also two

heat exchangers with uniform external fluid temperatures

equal now to THS and TLS, the entering heat flow rate is _QH

and the outgoing flow rate is _QL. These two rates are

affected by the converter internal heat loss _Qli, depending

on TH, TL and Kli, the internal heat loss conductance. If we

consider the thermomechanical system (converter ? heat

source ? heat sink), the entering heat flow becomes _QHS

and the outgoing heat flow _QLS. The thermal heat losses

occurring between the heat source and the cold sink is _QlS

and depend on THS, TLS and KlS.

The environment is characterized by temperature T0,

that could be different from TLS. This allows to define a

new assembly consisting of the system in the environment.

The corresponding heat rate becomes _QHS0 and _QLS0. The

complementary heat losses _QlS0 are dependent on THS, T0
and the corresponding heat loss conductance KlSO.

The hypothesis of infinite heat source and cold sink is

consistent with the modeling of heat transfer using lumped

thermal conductances KH and KL, such as:

_QH ¼ KH THS � THð Þ ð1Þ
_QL ¼ KL TLS � TLð Þ: ð2Þ

The thermodynamics sign convention implies that _QH is

positive and _QL is negative.

The different heat losses are represented as positive

quantities (see Table 1 line 1) whatever the control volume.

The input and output heat flow rates are given in Table 1, for

the various control volumes (line 2).

Applying the first law at different scales (Table 1 line 3)

shows that the engine mechanical power remains the same

whatever the control volume. However, the entropy bal-

ances (Table 1 line 4) are different at the various scales and

depend fundamentally on _SC, the rate of entropy production

inside the converter. As can be seen, _SC is represented as a

function of TH and TL, which depend mainly of the con-

verter quality.

Multiobjective optimization

Definition of the multiobjective optimization function

The control volume considered in this new objective function

is the system in the environment. This function combines the

maximization of the power (MAX _W
�
�

�
�), the minimization of

the heat expanses (min _QHS0), the minimization of the

rejected heat flow rate (min _QLS0

�
�

�
�) and the minimization of

the rate of entropy production (min _S0).

These four criteria are related in the multiobjective

function OFS0 through weighting factors such that:

OFS0 ¼ �a _W � b _QHS0 þ c _QLS0 � dT0 _S0 ð3Þ

with:

aþ bþ cþ d ¼ 1: ð4Þ

After some calculations, we get:

OFS0 ¼ a� bþ T0

THS
d

� �

_QHS0 þ aþ cþ dð Þ _QLS0: ð5Þ

As _QlS and _QlS0 are independent of the variables TH and

TL, this objective function is equivalent to:

OFS0 ¼ a� bþ T0

THS
d

� �

_QH þ aþ cþ dð Þ _QL: ð6Þ

Remarks:

– If we consider the system alone (Table 1 row 3), the

objective function OFS is different:

Table 1 Expression of the first and second laws at different scales, the converter, the system and the system in the environment

Converter alone Converter with its thermal contact System System in the environment

Losses _Qli ¼ Kli TH � TLð Þ _QlS ¼ Kle THS � TLSð Þ _QlS0 ¼ Klo THS � T0ð Þ
Input and output rate _QHC

_QLC

�
_QH ¼ _QHC þ _Qli
_QL ¼ _QLC � _Qli

�
_QHS ¼ _QH þ _QlS
_QLS ¼ _QL � _QlS

�
_QHS0 ¼ _QHS þ _QlS0
_QLS0 ¼ _QLS � _QlS0

�

First law _QHC þ _QLC þ _W ¼ 0 _QH þ _QL þ _W ¼ 0 _QHS þ _QLS þ _W ¼ 0 _QHS0 þ _QLS0 þ _W ¼ 0

Second law _QHC

TH
þ _QLC

TL
þ _SC TH;TLð Þ ¼ 0

_QH

TH
þ _QL

TL
þ _Si ¼ 0

_QHS

THS
þ _QLS

TLS
þ _SS ¼ 0

_QHS0

THS
þ _QLS0

T0
þ _S0 ¼ 0
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OFS ¼ a� bþ TLS

THS
d

� �

_QH þ aþ cþ dð Þ _QL: ð7Þ

– For the converter with the two thermal contacts (Table 1

row 2), it stems from the corresponding objective

function OFi:

OFi ¼ a� bþ TL

TH
d

� �

_QH þ aþ cþ dð Þ _QL: ð8Þ

The maximization of OFS0 with respect to the two

variables TH and TL is implemented using Lagrange mul-

tiplier method, because of the constraint for TH and TL
which are dependent variables through the entropy balance

of the converter:

C ¼
_QH

TH
þ

_QL

TL
þ Kli TH � TLð Þ 1

TL
� 1

TH

� �

þ _SC TH; TLð Þ

¼ 0:

ð9Þ

Some analytical results

Optimal analytical values of temperatures TH and TL

when _SC ¼ Cst and Kli ¼ 0

Generally, the solution of the two differential equations

system is nonanalytic. However when the converter inter-

nal heat losses are supposed to be equal to zero, analytical

results are obtained for the optimal hot and cold tempera-

tures T�
HOFS0

and T�
LOFS0

:

T�
HOFS0

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ cþ d

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a� bþ T0
THS

d
q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a� bþ T0
THS

d
q

KH þ KL � _SC
� �

ð10Þ

T�
LOFS0

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ cþ d

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a� bþ T0
THS

d
q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aþ cþ d

p
KH þ KL � _SC
� � :

ð11Þ

Fig. 3 Case where d = 0 and a
variation for different b values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy creation

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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Limit case when a = 1

This case corresponds to MAX _W
�
�

�
�. The known results are

retrieved:

T�
HOFS0

a ¼ 1ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p

KH þ KL � _SC
\THS ð12Þ

T�
LS0

a ¼ 1ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p

KH þ KL � _SC
[ TLS: ð13Þ

The corresponding maximum power of the engine is given

by:

� _WOFS0 a ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ MAX � _W
� �

¼ KHKL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
ð Þ2� _SC KHTHS þ KLTLSð Þ

KH þ KL � _Sc
:

ð14Þ

Limit case when b ¼ 1

This case corresponds to min _QHS0, the heat expense of the

engine. The high-level optimal temperature corresponds to:

T�
HOFS0

b ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ KHTHS

KH þ KL � _SC
: ð15Þ

This is physically acceptable only in the equilibrium

thermodynamics limit, i.e., when the heat conductances

tend to infinity and _SC tends to zero:

T�
HOFS0

b ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ THS: ð16Þ

The low-level optimal temperature is obtained using the

converter entropy balance (constraint between TH and TL)

such that:

T�
LOFS0

b ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ KLTLS

KL � _SC
: ð17Þ

Fig. 4 Case where b = 0 and a
variation for different d values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy production

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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Similarly to T�
HOFS0

b ¼ 1ð Þ, this temperature must nec-

essarily move to the equilibrium reversible situation

(KL ! 1 _SC ! 0) and we obtain:

T�
LOFS0

b ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ TLS: ð18Þ

The associated optimum situation is such that the min-

imum of _QH is equal to zero and such is consequently the

case for the corresponding engine power.

Limit case when c ¼ 1

This case corresponds to the minimization of the rejected

heat rate. Satisfaction of this objective is important because

if this rejected heat rate is not used, it corresponds to heat

pollution.

Getting the solution for this case is formally identical to

what was made in the preceding Sect. 2.2.3. The optimal

temperatures are finally the same as in (16) and (18). The

min _QL

�
�

�
� corresponds to zero and the energy power is zero

(equilibrium thermodynamics limit).

Limit case when d ¼ 1

This case corresponds to the minimization of the entropy

production of the system in the environment at T0 [T0

reference temperature associated to _S0 entropy rate, as

appears in (3)].

The two optimal temperatures are:

T�
HOFS0

d ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ THS
KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffi
T0

p
ffiffiffiffiffi
T0

p
KH þ KL � _SC
� � ð19Þ

T�
LOFS0

d ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ TLS
KL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
þ KH

ffiffiffiffiffi
T0

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS

p
KH þ KL � _SC
� � : ð20Þ

In fact, these mathematical results are physically

acceptable only if TLS ¼ T0 and _SC ¼ 0. It corresponds to

the equilibrium thermodynamics limit.

Fig. 5 Case where c = 0 and

variation for different b values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy production

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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Appraisal of the physical limitations regarding engine

optimization

For an engine, the weighting factors a, b, c and d are

dependent of physical limitations. The first condition to

satisfy is related to the hot side optimal temperature T�
HOFS0

:

T�
HOFS0

\THS: ð21Þ

According to the simplified analytical case (10) it

comes:

1� b

a� bþ T0
THS

d
\

THS

TLS

KL � _SC
KL

� �2

: ð22Þ

The second condition to satisfy is related to the cold side

optimal temperature T�
LOFS0

:

T�
LOFS0

[ TLS: ð23Þ

This second condition becomes, according to (11), for

the same analytical case:

1� b

a� bþ T0
THS

d
\

THS

TLS

KH

KH � _SC

� �2

: ð24Þ

Remark: It appears that the relation among a, b, d
(and c) depends on the ratio THS

TLS
, the value of KH, KL

and _SC.

The case where d = 1 has been treaded in Sect. 2.2.5.

Consequently, we focus here on the limitations regarding

weighting factors b and c when a is variable.

Limitation relative to the b factor

It is easy to deduce from (22) the following condition

relative to b:

Fig. 6 Case where b = 0 and

variation for different c values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy production

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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b\
aþ d T0

THS

	 
 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS
TLS

q
KL� _SC
KL

h i2

�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
THS
TLS

q
KL� _SC
KL

h i2

�1

: ð25Þ

When the entropy production criterion is ignored

(d ¼ 0) and _SC ¼ 0 (endoreversible case), then:

b\
aþ gCS � 1

gCS
; ð26Þ

where a must be chosen with a value satisfying:

1� gCS\a\1 ð27Þ

with gCS ¼ 1� TLS
THS

, the Carnot efficiency of the system.

The second condition to fulfill (23) gives the same

limitation for the same simplified case.

Limitation relative to the c factor

After some calculations, the condition (21) is expressed

as:

c[
1þ aþ dð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS
THS

q
KL� _SC
KL

h i2

�2a� 1þ T0
THS

	 


d

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
TLS
THS

q
KL� _SC
KL

h i2
: ð28Þ

The corresponding restriction for the allowed a values is:

1� gCS
1þ gCS

\a\
1

1þ gCS
: ð29Þ

Again, some calculations allow proving that the second

condition (23) to fulfill gives the same domain of variation

for a.

Some numerical results related to general

multiobjective optimization

In this section, some numerical results are presented for

various values of the set of weighting factors (a, b, c and d)
satisfying the general physical limitations considered in

Sect. 3.

Fig. 7 Case where d = 0 and

variation for different c values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy production

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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The results are presented in a dimensionless form, with

the reduced variables defined hereafter:

kj ¼
Kj

KT

; tj ¼
Tj

T0
; sj ¼

_SJ
KT

; qj ¼
_Qj

KTT0
;w ¼

_W

KTT0
ð30Þ

with KT = KH ? KL.

The chosen values for the parameters and for the pre-

sented results are:

KT ¼ 5; 000W=K; T0 ¼ 293K; kh ¼ 0:5; kl ¼ 0:5; sc
¼ 0:0001; ths ¼ 2:04;

tls ¼ 1:02; kli ¼ 0:05; klS ¼ 0:01; klS0 ¼ 0:001:

The hot side is considered to be at 600 K and the cold

side at 300 K, which are typical values for a Rankine cycle.

The a weighting factor associated with the MAX _W
�
�

�
�

appears as the central factor. That is why we decided to

present the result through plots depending on a as an

abscissa.

Two complementary cases are presented in Figs. 3 and

4. Figure 3 illustrates the case where d = 0 for various b
values (consequently with corresponding c values). Fig-

ure 4 illustrates the case where b = 0 for various d values

(consequently with corresponding c values).

Two other complementary cases are represented in

Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 illustrates the case where c = 0 for

various b values (consequently, with corresponding d val-

ues). Figure 6 illustrates the case where b = 0, for various

c values (consequently, corresponding d values).

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the last complementary

couple of cases. Figure 7 illustrates the case where

d = 0 for various c values (consequently, corresponding

b values) and Fig. 8 illustrates the case where c = 0 for

various d values (consequently, with corresponding b
values).

All these curves (Figs. 3b, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8b) show that

increasing a induces an asymptotic maximum value of the

Fig. 8 Case where c = 0 and a
variation for different d values:

a optimal temperatures,

b mechanical power, c first law

efficiency, d entropy production

rate, e heat rate expense at the

hot side and f heat flow rate

rejected at the cold side
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engine power. This is obtained through an increase of the

temperature differences between the source and converter,

and sink and converter (Figs. 3a, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8a). This

increasing power is related to an increase of the heat rate

expense at the hot side (Figs. 3e, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8e) and an increase

of the heat flow rate rejected at the cold side (Figs. 3f, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8f), as well as an increase in the entropy production for the

allowed a values (Figs. 3d, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8d).

However, we must add that the physical limitations on a
and b values appear clearly for all these curves. Moreover,

Fig. 9 Case where kh is varied for different sets of weights a, b, c and d: a temperatures, b mechanical power, c first law efficiency, d entropy

production rate, e heat rate expense at the hot side and f heat flow rate rejected at the cold side

10 Int J Energy Environ Eng (2018) 9:1–11
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the first condition [(21) limitation at the hot side] is more

restrictive for the a values than the second condition [(23)

limitation at the cold side], see Fig. 3a. Section 3.1 and 3.2

show that the difference between these two conditions

depends on the d weighting factor and _SC, and on the

entropy production in the converter. For a given a value, if

b increases, the heat flow rate expense (Fig. 3e) and the

rejected heat rate (Fig. 3f) diminish as well as the engine

power (Fig. 3b). We note that, to remain physically

acceptable, the a value corresponding to a given b
increases with b.

The curves associated with the first law efficiency

(Fig. 3c) shows that a given set of (a, b) values corre-

sponding to the maximum efficiency exists. If b increases,

the a value at the optimum increases too. Accordingly,

(Fig. 3d), a minimum of entropy production exists for a set

of (a, b) values.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding limitations associated

with the d weighting factor. The first condition remains

more restrictive than the second one, but the influence of d
is less important than the one of b (Fig. 4a).

Whatever the case, i.e., for d = 0 (Fig. 3) or for c = 0

(Fig. 5), when b increases, the a limit value increases. For

b = 0 (Fig. 4) and c = 0 (Fig. 8), when d increases, the a
limit value decreases. In contrast, for d = 0 (Fig. 7) when c
increases, the a limit value decreases and for b = 0

(Fig. 6) when c increases the a limit value increases.

Conclusions and perspectives

There are weighting thresholds related to the configuration

of the system. These thresholds are function of the con-

ductances KH and KL, of the temperatures of source and

sink THS and TLS and of _SC, the rate of internal entropy

creation of the converter. The different numerical results

show that the factor b is very restrictive. The minimization

of the energy expenses is strongly limiting.

The optimum temperatures may differ with the optimum

design. Varying transfer conductances KH and KL can lead

to an optimum allocation of the transfer conductances.

Some numerical results are presented for different sets of

physically acceptable weights a, b, c and d (Fig. 9). The

notations and parameters used are the same as in the pre-

vious section. The optimal mechanical power variation

with kh is plotted in Fig. 9b. The corresponding efficiency

is plotted in Fig. 9c. It can be noted that a value exists for

kh that maximizes the power. There is therefore an optimal

conductance distribution. A maximum efficiency can also

be reached for a given value of kh. Extrema exist for the

entropy production rate, heat expense and heat rejection,

but they are maxima and not the goal (Fig. 9d, e, f).

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, dis-

tribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original

author(s) and the source are credited.
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